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when the space plasma is energetic. The secondary
electron current I s(N), the backscattered electron I b, and
the photoelectron current I ph(N), should also included
in the current balance equation, if they are pre sent.

Abstract
Charging of surfaces surrounded by larger surfaces
on spacecraft requires special treatment. T he usual
Mott-Langmuir current collection formula does not
app ly because of the lack of spherical sym metry. It is
insufficient to consider the interaction between each
surface and the ambient plasma. It is necessary to
include the interaction b etween surfaces.
In the
bootstrap mechanism, if the surrounding surfaces are at
higher negative potentials than that of the surrounded
small surface, a local potential well forms above the
small surface.
The potential well prevents the
secondary electrons from leaving the small surface. On
the other hand, the secondary electrons from the
surrounding surfaces can land on the smaller surface.
As a result, the small surface’s potential swings
negative, approaching an equilibrium potential which
equals that of the surrou nding surfaces. The time scale
of the approach depend s on the relative capacitances of
the interacting surfaces. The simultaneous measuremen ts of the potentials of two small surfaces and the
spacecraft ground surface on DSCS offer an excellent
opp ortunity for studying spacecraft surface interactions
in space plasmas. In this paper, we report on the first
observatio n of bo otstrap charging in space.

(2)
The secondary electrons and photoelectrons are of low
energy, their temperatures being about 1 to 2 eV only.
Depend ing on the surface material, I s(N) may exceed
the incom ing electron cu rrent I e(N). The photoelectron
current I ph(N) often exceeds all other currents, except
during very stormy events. Both I s(N) and I ph(N) are
important; neglecting either one of them would affect
the charging solution of eq(2 ). The backscattered
electro ns are less abundant and less important.
Differential charging may o ccur o n a spa cecra ft
with many surfaces and different surfaces properties.
That is, the surfaces may charge to d ifferent potentials.
The surfaces, at different potentials, interact with each
other, resulting in new potentials self-consistently. This
is where bootstrap charging occurs as discussed in the
next section.
2. Bootstrap Charging
Supp ose a small surface starts with a potential
initially. As the potential of the neighboring large
surface changes in time, the po tential of the small
surface may be affected. T his is the theoretical idea of
bootstrap charging [Ma nde ll, et al., 1978]. We believe
that no explicit spa ce ob servation has been reported
before; this is the first time.
To illustrate the process of bootstrap charging, let
us discuss an example. Figure 1 shows a small surface
at an initial potential N 1 = -2 V , say, surrounde d by a
large surface at N 2 = -900 V, say. Th at is, the large
surface is at -898 V relative to the small one. The
potential conto urs (up to hundreds of Volts negative)
from the large surface extend to above the small one.

1. Introduction
It is well known that current collection by an ideal
spacecraft in the geosynchronous orbit environment is
given by the o rbit-limited Mott-Langmuir probe
equation:

(1)
where the first term represents the incoming ambient
ion current I i(N) and the second term the incoming
ambient electron current I e(N). In eq(1), e i = e, and e e
=-e, where e is the elementary charge. T he spacecraft
potential N in eq(1 ) is assumed negative, which occurs
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A potential well, with a po tential barrier and a saddle
point, is formed above the small surface. As a remark,
we note that an analytical expression of a potential well
due to a circular surface surrounded by a larger one has
been given by Sherm an and P arker (1971).
In Figure 1, the secondary electrons from the sma ll
surface cannot leave the potential well, because
secondary electrons have a few eV o nly in energy
whereas the potential well is hundreds of Volts deep.
On the other hand, the ambient electrons, which are of
keV, or tens of keVs, in energy depending on the
geomagnetic condition, can keep on com ing in at will
through the potential barrier onto the small surface.
Furthermore, the seco ndary electro ns from the larger
surface are attracted towards the smaller surface which
is relatively p ositive in p otential. The incoming
electrons charge the small surface negatively, until the
potentials of the two surfaces are about equal. W hen
they do, there will be no more ba rrier, the secondary
electrons from the small surface can leave, and the
secondary electrons from the larger surface will no
longer be attracted towards the smaller one. Thus, an
equilibrium or self-co nsistent set of potentials form.
This illustrates the process of bootstrap charging.
The time scale of change in potentials depends on
the ratio of the capacitances of the interacting surfaces
[Ma nde ll, et al., 197 8]. In the geosynchro nous orbit
enviro nment, it takes a ms to charge a typical uniform
satellite [Ga rrett, 198 1]. A small surface of 1cm2 in
area surrounded by a spacecraft ground of 1m2 in area,
would have a small capacitance ratio of 1 over 1000.
Thus, the potentials chang e rapidly.
The potential of the sm all one is affected
significantly by that of the large surface, but not vice
versa. As an analogy, transferring water from the sea to
a bottle can raise the latter’s water level significantly,
but transferring water from the bo ttle to the sea would
not affec t the sea level.

The DSC S satellite experiment measures the
potentials of two sm all dielec tric surfaces relative to
that of the spacecraft ground [Figure 2]. The relative
potentials are measured directly by a device behind
each of the small surfaces [Mu llen et al., 1997].
A precaution is in order. The zero potentials of the
small quartz and kapton surfaces are not registered as
zero, but as about -1500 V. This is due to an
instrument problem, which was known befo re launch
[Mullen, private communication]. That is, the entire
scale of the small dielectric surface potential should be
shifted such that -1500 vo lt means 0 volt truly. In
sunlight, the shift amou nt is abo ut -120 0 volt. In this
paper, we have avoided this confusion b y labeling the
quartz and kapton potentials during quiet geom agnetic
conditions as zero V. As a result, this precaution is not
needed.
A low energy plasma source is also onboard. The
source generates a partially ionized neutral xenon gas at
thermal energies on command. The purpose is for
testing charging mitigation. However, our purpo se here
is to look for evidence of bootstrap charging of the two
small surfaces, during periods when the plasma source
is off.
The two small surfaces are each of about 1 cm 2 in
area; that of the spacecraft ground exceeds 1 m2. One
small surface is made of kapton; the other is quartz
fabric. Behind each of them, the voltage difference
between the sma ll surface and the spacecraft ground is
measured directly [Mu llen, et al., 199 7]. T he spacecraft
is approximately rectangular in shape and is in a
geosynchro nous orbit. The small surfaces are both on
the ram side of the spacecraft and are in sunlight for
several hours a day. About half of the spacecraft body
surface is in sunlight unless in the Earth’s shadow.
6. Spacecraft Charging on DSCS
W hen the incoming electron flux exceeds the
outgoing secondary and backscattered electron fluxes,
charging onset occurs. The secondary electrons are
much more abundant than the backscattered electrons.
The charging level is governed by the balance of
currents, as discussed in an earlier sectio n. If the
secondary electron current is suppressed, the current
balance changes and, as a result, the charging level
changes.
In sunlight, the (outgoing) photoelectron current
may exceed the (incoming) amb ient electron currents.
As a result, sunlight tends to suppress negative
charging. Indeed, the negative level charging events of
the two small surfaces on DSCS occur only when they
are no t facing the sun.
However, half of the D SCS spa cecra ft conducting
body (ground) is always in sunlight unless during

3. Symptoms of Bootstrap Charging
As a corollary of the above illustration, the salient
features are as follows. (1) If a small surface develops
a negative potential relative to the neighboring large
one, we expect no modification of the po tentials. T his
is because the small surface cannot develop potential
barriers over the large one. In nature, a small system
can hardly affect a large one. (2) If the small surface
potential becomes positive relative to the large one
(even if both potentials are negative relative to the
space plasma), bootstrap charging occu r. W hen it does,
the small surface potential changes ra pidly un til it is
app roxim ately the same as that of the large o ne.
4. The DS CS Sa tellite
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eclipse. Negative level charging of the DSCS ground
can occur in sunlight, but only when the space plasma
is exceptionally energetic. In order to better identify
the driving force and the system response, we select
perio ds when the sp acecraft is in eclipse.
A standard method to measure the negative
potential of spacecraft ground is to identify the shift of
the peak of the positive ion flux spectrum. The ions are
accelerated towards the negatively potential of the
spacecraft, thereby shifting the ion distribution function
by an am ount equal to the energy due to the spacecraft
potential [Figure 3]. The ion flux spectrum is obtained
from the ion distribution function multiplied by the ion
velocity and integrated over approp riate look angles.
This is the method used in measuring the charging level
of the DSCS spacecraft ground [Figures 4,5]. W e will
discuss Figures 4,5 in details in the Sec.6.
The ion peak method is an indirect method but
usually works well. However, for equatorial orb its,
such as in the case of DSCS , a precaution is in order.
In the DSCS data, there are occasional peaks due to
equatorial ion beams. These ions bounce back and
forth along a daytime magnetic flux tube connecting the
north and south auroral regions. There are two
characteristics for identifying these bouncing equatorial
ions. (1) The typical energy of these ions detected on
DSCS is around 300 eV. (2) The energy rises steadily
and then falls steadily as the satellite travels into,
across, and then out of the flux tube. Such peak s due to
bouncing equatorial ions can be easily mis-interpreted
as spacecraft potentials. Such ion beams are outside the
scope of this paper.

line in the top panel. They are data g litches d ue to
unkno wn rea son and ca n be ignored.
W hat is interesting is that at just before 12000 UT,
the spacecraft ground potential (also called frame
charging) reaches about -2 kV as indicated by the bright
yellow ion peak in the up per p anel. At that moment,
both the kap ton and quartz potentials relative to the
ground fall to zero rapid ly with an ap parently
exponential rate.
W e contend that this is an evidence of bootstrap
charging. Initially, the small surface (kapton and
quartz) are at around -1 kV. At about 1200 0 UT , the
large spacecraft ground reaches about -2 kV, which
exceeds -1 kV of the small surfaces. The bootstrap
process occurs, which rapidly changes the potentials of
the small surfaces to about the same potential as the
large surface (ground).
T herefo re, the relative
potentials becomes zero. T he rate is expo nential with
a time constant given by the ratio of the surface
capacitanc es, as discussed in Sec.3.
Another clear evidence of b ootstra p cha rhing is
presented in Figures 5. The kapton and quartz surfaces
charge to about -1 to -2 kV initially. Then, at about
11700 UT , the spacecraft ground charge to beyond -2
kV. The small surfaces rapidly charge to the same
potential as the ground, resulting in a zero relative
potential.
Finally, we remark that in all four years of DSCS
data, we have not seen a single case in which the
spacecraft ground charges to a higher negative potential
than the small surfaces. As soon as the ground charges
tries to a higher negative potential, the small surfaces
rapid ly charge to the same potential, resulting in a zero
relative p otential.

6. Bootstrap Charging on DSCS
Figure 4 shows a bootstrap event on DSCS. W e
first explain the three da ta panels. The upper panel
shows the ion flux spectrum. The middle panel shows
the release rate of the low energy ionized neutral gas
(plasma) for mitigation. The lower panel shows the
relative potentials of the small kapton surface (green
line) and the small quartz surface (red) with respe ct to
the spacecraft ground, and the incoming electron flux
(white) which includes electro ns of all energies.
From ab out 160 0 to 11900 sec UT , both surfaces
(green, red) are at negative potentials. From about
1900 to 5100 UT, the low energy plasma release is on
as indicated by the (partially ionized) low energy gas
release rate in the midd le panel and also by gas on -off
indicator (plateau) in the lower panel in the same
period. The low energy ionized gas (or plasma)
reduces, but not completely, the potentials of the kapton
and quartz surfaces. When the gas release stops, the
potentials climb up quickly again. There are three
yellow vertical lines and later one light blue vertical

7. Summary and Conclusion
W e began by explaining the theoretical idea of
bootstrap charging.
Heretofore, no experimental
evidence of bootstrap charging has been reported. The
DSCS spacecraft charging data of two d ielectric
(kapton and quartz) surfaces and of the ground provide
an excellent opportunity to study the charging
interactions of these surfaces. In this paper, we have
reported the first observations of bootstrap charging in
space.
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Figure 2. A sche matic d iagram of the DSCS satellite.
The small kapton and quartz surfaces and the ion flux
detector (not shown) are on the ram side of the satellite.
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Figure 1. A po tential well with a saddle point above a
small surface surrounded by a large surface, which is at
a higher level negative po tential relative to the well.
The secondary electrons from the small surface are
trapp ed in the well.

Figure 3. Shift of the Maxwellian distribution
function of the repelled charge species.
The
magnitude of the shift ind icates the charging level.
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Figure 4. A sequence o f events showing the small
dielectric surfaces charging, mitigation by the release of
low energy xenon plasma, the small dielectric surfaces
charging again, and high level negative charging of the
spacecraft ground (or fram e).

Figure 5.
A seq uence of events sho wing the small
dielectric surfaces charging followed by ground
charging. The two vertical lines (blue and yellow) at
abo ut 8400 and 1400 0 U T are noise glitches.
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